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Preview of NAP Trends
A platform analyzing the latest information and trends in National Adaptation Plans (NAPs)
About the NAP Global Network

**OUR GOAL**
Enhance national adaptation planning and action in developing countries

**WHAT WE DO**
- Support national-level action on NAP development and implementation
- Help countries learn from each other through South-South peer learning and exchange
- Generate, synthesize, and share knowledge on NAP processes

**OUR REACH**
- 59 developing countries have received direct technical support
- Over 350 people from more than 50 countries have participated in peer learning and exchanges
- 240+ knowledge materials have been produced
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Introducing

NAP Trends
About NAP Trends

Purpose
To synthesize and share the latest information and trends in NAPs

Objectives
• Raise awareness of progress on and content of NAP documents submitted to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
• Provide inspiration for countries seeking practical examples of approaches to NAP documents
• Disseminate information on key themes and trends in NAP documents to the adaptation community
A platform analyzing the latest information and trends in National Adaptation Plans (NAPs)

NAP Trends, an initiative of the NAP Global Network, aims to share key information on NAPs to make it easy to access for the adaptation community. The platform provides concise summaries of key information in NAP documents, as well as analysis of trends across countries. It is based on systematic reviews of NAP documents submitted to NAP Central, the portal for NAPs communicated to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).

Currently, the platform presents information for NAPs submitted to the UNFCCC by December 31, 2021.*
Content and Navigation

3 key elements:
• NAPs by Country
• Trends in NAP Documents
• Trends in Key Themes

2 ways to navigate:
• Top menu
• Buttons on home page
Below you’ll find all of the countries that have submitted NAPs to the UNFCCC as of December 31, 2021. Click on a country to explore its NAP document, or use the filters to view documents by region.
# NAP Document Overviews
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## Albania

### Year of Submission to UNFCCC
2021

### Version
1

### Time Horizon
Not stated.

### Responsible Agency
Republic of Albania

### Pages in Main Document
49

### General Structure
The NAP is divided into 10 chapters that include the country context, goals, implementation framework, and monitoring and review. There are 18 annexes that include priority actions, budgetary requirements, implementation activities, and more.
Exploring NAP Document Overviews

Use the icons to explore different aspects of the country’s NAP document.
Trends in NAP Documents

Here you can explore key trends in NAP documents, in terms of their structure and how they are addressing different aspects of the NAP process. Click on the icons at the top to explore the elements you're interested in.

- Basic NAP Features
- Climate Impacts and Priority Sectors
- Adaptation Approach
- Implementability
- Enabling Factors
- Monitoring & Evaluation

**CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT**

- COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION SHARING
- INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
- FINANCING

100%

# of NAPs that discuss capacity development

Most common ways capacity development addressed (%)

- 50
- 73
- 73
- 13
- 7

Included as adaptation priority
Included as cross-sectoral or strategic priority
Integrated throughout document
Dedicated section
Other
Exploring the Trends in NAP Documents

Trends are displayed for different aspects of NAP documents.
Trends in Key Themes

This section provides an overview of trends in key themes that are important for effectiveness of NAP processes. Click on the icons at the top to view the analysis for the different themes.

90% of NAPs in which subnational actors are identified

# of subnational actors mentioned in all NAPs
Exploring the Trends in Key Themes

This section provides an overview of trends in key themes that are important for effectiveness of NAP processes. Click on the icons at the top to view the analysis for the different themes.

- Gender
- Sector Integration
- Vertical Integration
- Alignment
- CDRPI
- Nature-Based Solutions
- Conflict and Peacebuilding
- Private Sector Engagement

Use the icons to navigate to view the trends in different themes.
Current Status and Next Steps

- Data has been entered for all NAP documents submitted by end of 2021
- Taking the platform live: End of February
- Over the coming months:
  - Technical fixes and upgrades
  - Updates to capture new NAP documents
  - Formal launch later this year
Thank You!

Email: trends@napglobalnetwork.org
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